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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Miguel Guija Barreto has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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allende
Allende, from the verb allender, means transcending, that goes beyond, that crosses borders, breaking walls, fences;
thought or research that goes beyond one or more disciplines ( inter and transdisciplinary ) said is the Cid Campeador "
follows won battles beyond death, illustrious beyond death, example forever; Which light beyond the darkness, giving
the road of hope.

displicencia
I deal with procrastination ( dealing with blood of horchata, cold, to a matter of great importance, vital )

investigación
Quantitative research is dialectical research studying the essence of the complex of nature, society, and human thinking
problems, is own research inter and transdisciplinary that is planned, executed and explained by a group of researchers
who take a problem and common research objectives, beyond the borders of the disciplines that were prepared a
cualitativacuantitativa methodology in the collection of informationinastrumentos use, interprets signs, signs, passwords,
santo and own communities who have represented them in their oral histories, ceramics, textiles, paintings, their
knowledge of the changes in the weather, crops, buildings are transmitted orally from generation to generation, the tests
of the hypothesis is not only the falsacion with statistics of the data but the inference and description of factsdynamic
phenomena being essential to realize the solution which is concluded, applying a social process otherwise it is theory
without practice.

transdisciplinario
the transdisciplinary study beyond the borders of the disciplines to study the complex reality as a whole, not piecemeal,
one-sided, superficial, is collective study by committing to the community to be part of the solution to the problem, reach
collective conclusions ( theories, principles, laws, and constructs of knowledge cualicuantitativos )


